Operational Transidyne General’s RFT (it changes from reflectance to fluorescence to transmittance at the flick of a switch) offers all these features for your research or clinical densitometry needs.

Optical Features
- High quality monochromator provides continuous wave lengths from 190 to 720 nanometers.
- Sensitivity 0 to 3.0 OD.
- Narrow bandwidth; 3 nanometers half band.
- Tunesten and deuturn light sources.
- 100 combinations of slit width and height.

Operational Advantages
- 8” x 8” carrier accepts all support media; cellulose acetate, TLC plates, all size gels, agarose, paper strips.
- 4 second scan.
- Finger tip wavelength and gain change when switching types of samples.
- Electronic high-count integrator for high speed and accuracy. Interprets both positive and negative points around base line.
- Hot-wire pen system for no-mess, maintenance-free operation.

Books Received

(Continued from page 905)


Essays in Toxicology. Vol. 3. Wayland J.
Your Lab is More Efficient with

**BACTEROSTATIC TIME TAPE COLOR CODE SYSTEMS**

Color coding systems developed with BACTEROSTATIC TIME Tape are assisting Laboratories throughout the world to cut costs, increase efficiency by providing an inexpensive way to create instant visual communications. Color coding systems are used for dating, identifying chemicals and specimens, coordinating lab functions and for innumerable other jobs within the lab. Your choice of 17 colors in 5 widths gives you the widest possible number of systems which you can develop.

Time Tape is a vinyl-coated, pressure sensitive tape which will stick to anything, and may be written on with pen, pencil or marker. It will withstand a temperature range of -70°F to 250°F, and is unaffected by most chemicals.

Write for free samples, literature and the name of your nearest dealer.

**NOTE: NEW ADDRESS.** We have recently moved into new facilities; enlarged and automated to serve you better.

**PROFESSIONAL TAPE COMPANY, INC.**
**DEPARTMENT 12**
144 TOWER DR., BURL RIDGE (HINSDALE), ILL. 60512

---

**-76°C Ultra-Cold.**

**-96°C Ultra-Colder.**


Contact J. E. Hirssig at Kelvinator Commercial, the company that knows how to give you 12 cubic feet of the best cold you ever had. Upright UC-105 (-76°C/-105°F) Chest UC-520 (-85°C/-120°F) Chest UC-540 (-96°C/-140°F)

**Kelvinator**
621 Quay Street • Manitowoc, Wisc. 54220 • (414) 682-0156
One of the White Consolidated Industries

---

Teach light properties this modern laser way... for less than $250!

With Bausch & Lomb’s low cost helium-neon gas Laser and Laser Experiment Kit you will teach optical principles most effectively. Furthermore, you’ll find your students cooperating most energetically.

Operation of the Laser is uncomplicated and dependable for classroom use. Just plug it in and it begins to lase. Power is .1mw, multi-mode, producing a monochromatic beam at 6328 Angstroms. It's about the size of a shoebox and weighs approximately three pounds.

The Experiment Kit contains all necessary components to conduct impressive demonstrations. There are set-ups for 13 experiments from reflection to a Michelson Interferometer. Even for making and reconstructing holograms. A comprehensive manual and treatise on laser theory and practice are included.

Just write for our catalog 41-2325 and you will have all the facts on this contemporary teaching tool.

**BAUSCH & LOMB**
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION
75905 • Bausch Street, Rochester, New York 14602
THE NO-SHAKE SHAKER

This heavy-duty, large-capacity tier shaker shakes large numbers of flasks—not your lab. With a full load of 432 flasks, it runs smoothly and quietly, yet never needs to be bolted to the floor. Run it at speeds up to 300 rpm and it won't budge or creep year-after-year. A solid state electronic controller gives precise and repeatable speed settings.

Send today for Bulletin G505/572
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO., INC.
1130 SOMERSET ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. 08903 201-846-4600
With NBS, Advanced Technology is a Way of Life.
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...The art of thinking one is thinking is best comprehended with
THE JOURNAL OF
Irreproducible Results
Box 234, Chicago Hgts., Ill.
60411—U.S.A.
Please reserve current volume (4 issues per year) at a cost of $2 per year.
FOR: __________________________
______________________________
______________________________
FROM: _________________________
______________________________
Enclosed is check [ ] cash [ ] money order [ ]

A COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP IN
ONE COMPACT UNIT
...only $169.50

Unimat is the perfect all-around machine tool for research, development and prototype work. Use this compact machine as a lathe, grinder, vertical mill, drill press, polisher, jig saw and for dozens of other machining jobs. With its more than 500 accessories, you can machine metal, wood, plastic, glass... almost anything to your specific needs.

No more waiting for a machinist to do the job. Easy-to-operate Unimat allows you to do it yourself... and to the accuracy (.0005") your project requires.

Learn why more than 85,000 Unimat owners around the world—engineers, R&D laboratories, prototype makers—rely on Unimat for all their precision machining needs. For details and the name of the Edelstaal dealer near you write: American Edelstaal, Inc., Dept. KKE-2, 1 Atwood Avenue, Tenafly, N.J. 07670.
Brinkmann presents the motorized micro-syringe.

Our new Microdosering with battery-powered 2-speed motor dispenses liquids at uniform rates using specially designed interchangeable 50, 100, 250 and 500 lambda micro-syringes. The syringe piston can be advanced or retracted either manually or mechanically by the motor. Useful in numerous laboratory procedures including highly accurate pipetting or dispensing, injection or extraction of fluids and sample streaking of TLC plates.

For literature on this new dispenser, just write: Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiague Rd., Westbury, N.Y. 11590. In Canada, write: Brinkmann Instruments (Canada) ltd., 50 Galaxy Boulevard, Rexdale (Toronto) Ontario.
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Micro-Power SENSITIVITY

Enjoy the comfort and efficiency of motorized fine motions in three dimensions (XYZ) responding instantaneously to speed and translation commands by remote "jeystick" control.

For operations requiring maximum sensitivity at medium and high magnifications.

All movements operate on all-races for absolutely flawless performance. No backlash, no vibration.

X and Y fine movements are micrometers reading to 0.01 mm.

Speedy set up by rack and pinion XYZ fast motions with vernier scales reading to 0.1 mm.

Standard reduction 1:500, 1:900 and 1:1600 available.

See this and other models in H/I catalog supplied on request.
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our latest care package for your small lab animal is still free

It's our new 1972 catalog for small laboratory animal care equipment. In it are products which have been thoroughly reviewed, and tested to meet exacting research and breeding requirements. Many items are brand-new.

It's from Lab Products, Inc., the company that is experienced in small animal care equipment. For your copy, just write or call Lab Products, Inc., 635 Midland Avenue, Garfield, N. J. 07026, Phone (201) 478-2535.

lab products inc

N. J. 07026, Phone (201) 478-2535.
In dark tidal interference search and offer your color-corrected, sten, Olympus applications. Because Olympus listens to researchers, we can offer you the benefits of the modular concept that builds job flexibility into an already complete research microscope—VANOX-M. Start with bright or dark field, polarized light, phase contrast, differential interference contrast, and your choice of tungsten, halogen, mercury arc or xenon arc light sources, with provision for transmitted light applications. Decide which optical requirements suit your application and choose from a wide range of color-corrected, hard-coated lenses. Choose from three object stages. Then add economy to quality and flexibility... Olympus VANOX-M is moderately priced. And the VANOX-M is compatible with the Olympus fully automatic camera system PM-10 with all variations. For information or to arrange a demonstration write Dept. VM-8. Olympus Corporation of America, Precision Instrument Division, 2 Nevada Drive, New Hyde Park, New York 11040.

OLYMPUS

Because Olympus listened to researchers, we can offer you the benefits of the modular concept that builds job flexibility into an already complete research microscope—VANOX-M. Start with bright or dark field, polarized light, phase contrast, differential interference contrast, and your choice of tungsten, halogen, mercury arc or xenon arc light sources, with provision for transmitted light applications. Decide which optical requirements suit your application and choose from a wide range of color-corrected, hard-coated lenses. Choose from three object stages. Then add economy to quality and flexibility... Olympus VANOX-M is moderately priced. And the VANOX-M is compatible with the Olympus fully automatic camera system PM-10 with all variations. For information or to arrange a demonstration write Dept. VM-8. Olympus Corporation of America, Precision Instrument Division, 2 Nevada Drive, New Hyde Park, New York 11040.

OLYMPUS

In Canada, write W. Carsen Co. Ltd., 31 Scarsdale Rd., Don Mills, Ontario
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DPN
β-Diphosphopyridine Nucleotide
Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD)

IN BULK

Users of large quantities of DPN are invited to discuss their needs with Sigma. As the oldest manufacturer of the finest DPN and DPNH in the World, we are in an excellent position to cooperate. Multi-Kilo quantities can be shipped immediately from our ample stocks.

PRICES—Can be negotiated for both auto analyzer and research grades in bulk.

PURITY—We offer several grades to suit your satisfaction.

GRADE V
This is a careful small-batch repurification of our well known Grade III. Minor impurities are reduced to eliminate the reported "enzyme lag."

Ref. 1. Dalziel, K. J. Biol. chem., 283, 1538 (1963)
2. Winer, A.B., J. Biol. chem., 239, PC 3598 (1964)

GRADE III
Our World renowned work-horse grade: probably the most widely accepted DPN in the World, for both Research and Clinical studies. Recommended where near-maximum precision is essential.

GRADE AA
A special grade prepared for applications that do not require the highest purity. Although not equal to our Grade III, this grade is guaranteed to be at least as pure as any lower priced DPN presently available for Automatic Analyzer usage. Yet the price in bulk quantities of 100 grams and over is considerably lower than is possible for our Grade III.

If you have a substantial need for DPN (NAD) please phone me "Person-to-Person" (Collect, of course) at any time of the day or night, and from anywhere in the World. I think I can make it worth your while.

Thanks
Dan Broida
My phone - (314) - 993-6418
St. Louis, Mo. USA
(I am usually available)

It's a pleasure doing business with Sigma

ORDER DIRECT

from ANYWHERE in the WORLD

Day, Station to Station, 314/771-5750
Night, Person to Person,

Don Broida, 314/993-6418

TWX (Teletype) Day or Night: COLLECT-910-761-0593

TELEGRAM: SIGMACHEM, St. Louis, Missouri

The Research Laboratories of

SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY

MAILING ADDRESS: P. O. BOX 14508, ST. LOUIS, MO., 63178, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST BIOCHEMICALS AVAILABLE

Distributed through

SIGMA LONDON Chem. Co., Ltd., 13, Lettice St., London, S.W.6, Eng. Phone 01-736-8523 (Reverse Charges)

SIGMA ISRAEL Chem. Co. Ltd., 28 Kaf-Gmel St., Givataim, Israel

Telephone: (03) 760654 (Reverse Charges)
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Research for the World Food Crisis

"...there is no equivalent collection of the separate contributions of plant science, animal science, soil science, and agricultural engineering to the phenomenal increases in post-World War II agricultural productivity."—American Scientist, January-February 1972, p. 91.

Edited by Daniel G. Aldrich, Jr. 320 pages. 25 illustrations. 31 tables. Index. Retail price: $12.50. AAAS member price when payment is sent with order: $10. ISBN 087168-092-0.

Arid Lands in Transition

Scientists from 14 countries assess the changing conditions, the potential for development and possible solutions to problems of development of arid regions in 15 countries around the world.

Edited by Harold E. Dregne. 524 pages. 120 illustrations, 5 maps. Index. Retail price: $15.75. AAAS member price when payment is sent with order: $13.50. ISBN 087168-090-4.

Fastest 2 Kg optical projection balance...cuts maintenance costs.

The TORBAL FL-12 top loader (2000g capacity, 0.1g accuracy with tare to full capacity plus 325g) provides an optical readout for fast, accurate, foolproof weighing with a minimum of maintenance.

Long-lasting accuracy of the TORBAL construction has been proved by continuous weightings (over 1,750,000), 24 hours a day for 6 months.

TORBAL friction-free weighing system has no knife edges to dull or chip—eliminating the annual (and sometimes more frequent) service charges to keep the balance in good operating condition.

The zero point is not affected by changes in level of the TORBAL PL-12.

An explosion proof model is available. The entire balance (not just the optical projection system) is Underwriter Laboratories' listed for use in Class I Group C and D and Class II Group E, F and G hazardous locations.

Convince yourself—ask for a demonstration.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE.

THE TORSION BALANCE CO. Clifton, New Jersey. Sales offices in Chicago, Ill.; San Mateo, Cal.; Montreal, Quebec; and Windsor, England.

Balances manufactured in Waterford, Ireland and Clifton, New Jersey.
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CARVER LABORATORY PRESSES for every lab requirement

A complete line of presses, accessories and attachments for every purpose: scientific, industrial and medical research; compound and formula testing; strength tests; pelleting; briquetting; pilot runs; short production runs; laminating. Accessories include heated platens (150° to 650°F), cooling platens. Two press sizes—A 12 and 25 ton...hand operated or automated. Custom designed equipment available.

Note: Specially priced press and basic accessory package available. Send for Bulletin 130.

FRED S. CARVER INC.
Hydraulic Equipment, Fountain Blvd., Dept. K
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051

Klett Summeron Photoelectric Colorimeter

No. 800-3
Test Tube Model

KLETT COLONY MARKER and TALLY

This instrument takes the drudgery and error out of the counting of bacterial colonies.

Klett MANUFACTURING CO., INC., 179 East 87th Street, New York, 28, N.Y.
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cation of the New England Nuclear Corporation.


Physiology of Man. L. L. Langley. Van

The First Wide Range Microtome-cryostat... Temperatures from —15°C to —50°C... Frozen Sections from 40 μ to 1 μ.

The Harris LoTemp model WRC is two microtome-cryostats in one. A single unit that can do both routine diagnostic procedures and such sophisticated research procedures as thin section light microscopy, autoradiography, fluorescence microscopy and other histological procedures, at a cost comparable to presently available routine cryostats.

The Harris model WRC is compact... can be moved anywhere it's needed. The cold chamber has extra room for tissue handling, storage or freeze drying. Full opening top with special access ports combines the features of a totally closed system with the easy accessibility of open top models.

Available equipped with Jung or International Equipment Corp. microtomes, or cryostat only prepared for installation of your present L.E.C. microtome. Installed stereo zoom microscope also available.

For a full description of the Harris WRC and its wide range of additional features write or call...


PUT THESE TEXTS TO WORK FOR YOU

METHODS IN CLINICAL BACTERIOLOGY: A Manual of Tests and Procedures by Dorothy Branson, Methodist Hospital and Medical Center, St. Joseph, Missouri. '72, 240 pp., 5 tables, $6.50

HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS by F. Christine Brown, Univ. of Tennessee Medical Unit, Memphis. '72, 164 pp., 30 ill. (in full color), $10.50

CELLULAR PHARMACOLOGY: The Effects of Drugs on Living Vertebrate Cells in Vitro by Mary Dawson, The Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland. '72, 336 pp., 32 ill., $18.00

GENETIC FACTORS IN "SCHIZOPHRENIA" compiled and edited by Arnold R. Kagan, Cleveland Psychiatric Institute, Ohio. Foreword by Arnold Sorsby and Newton E. Morton. (35 Contributors) '72, 724 pp. (7 x 10), 42 ill., 91 tables, $43.00

ASSESSMENT OF AIRBORNE PARTICLES: Fundamentals, Applications, and Implications to Inhalation Toxicity edited by Thomas T. Mercer, Paul E. Morrow and Werner Stober, all of The Univ. of Rochester, New York. (26 Contributors) '72, 560 pp. (6 3/4 x 9 3/4), 232 il., 58 tables, $32.50

HUMAN ECOLOGY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO THE CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT (4th Ptg.) by Theron G. Randolph, The Swedish Covenant Hospital, Chicago. '72, 160 pp., 1 ill., $7.50

MAMMALS OF THE SEA: Biology and Medicine edited by Sam H. Ridgway, Naval Undersea Research and Development Center, San Diego. (12 Contributors) '72, 830 pp. (3 3/4 x 9 3/4), 434 il. (8 in full color), 43 tables, $45.00

TOLERANCE, AUTOIMMUNITY AND AGING compiled and edited by M. Michael Sigel, Univ. of Miami School of Medicine, and Robert A. Good. Introduction by Morris Rockstein. (9 Contributors) '72, 196 pp., 76 il., 49 tables, $15.75

PERSPECTIVES IN CYTOGENETICS: The Next Decade edited by Stanley W. Wright, Barbara F. Cran dall and Lyda Boyer, all of Univ. of California, Los Angeles. (89 Contributors) '72, 360 pp. (6 3/8 x 9 5/8), 178 il., 32 tables, $17.50

CHARLES C THOMAS PUBLISHER
301-327 East Lawrence Avenue
Springfield • Illinois
62717
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Philosophy and Technology of Drug Assessment, vol. 2.


Sweet and Dangerous. The New Facts about the Sugar You Eat as a Cause of Heart Disease, Diabetes, and Other Killers. John Yudkin. Wyden, New York, 1972. xii, 208 pp. $5.95.


NEW "SGA" CATALOG

72 COMBINED GENERAL AND INTER-JOINT CATALOG

Easy to Use
Numbers in Sequence
Page Headings Alphabetized
Thousands of Illustrations
Helpful Tables and Charts
Cross-referenced Index

TWO CATALOGS COMBINED INTO ONE!

Over 30,000 stock items are listed in this new comprehensive laboratory supply catalog. It's simple to use, as all numbers are in sequence and all page headings are in alphabetical order. Thousands of illustrations are included, along with many helpful tables and charts.

Like our previous catalog 69, this new edition contains two separate volumes bound together for your convenience. The 976-page General Section lists thousands of modern scientific instruments, apparatus, appliances and general laboratory glassware and supplies. The 284-page Inter-Joint Section covers our entire line of interchangeable glassware. A 64-page cross-referenced index separates the two sections. General information is given in the 8-page preface.

To receive our new catalog (mailed without charge), please write to us on your official letterhead.
UNIVERSITY OF RHODESIA
CHAIR OF AGRICULTURE
Applications are invited for the Chair of Agriculture and Headship of the Department of Agriculture.
Salary scale: $9,000 x 324 to $10,620 (Rhodesian dollars).

Applicants must have: (1) Ph.D. in Agriculture, with a high academic rank; (2) demonstrated administrative ability; and (3) history of university-level instruction. Appointment immediate: 12-month contract. Salary: $20,000 plus. Send letter of application and curriculum vitae to: Box 242, SCIENCE. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Ph.D. BIOCHEMISTRY or the equivalent with a broad interest in clinical chemistry. Desire experience with steroids, proteins, and immunochemical techniques. Please send resume to: Ronald Pozzi, Placement Representative, Department 574-A, Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana 46514. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
CHAIR OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
Applications are invited for the Chair of Physical Oceanography, which will be the Second Chair in the Department of Oceanography. The salary scale is R310 x 300 to R9900 per annum, within which the commencing salary will be determined according to the qualifications and experience of the successful candidate.

Applicants are required to supply a full curriculum vitae and academic record, indicating their teaching and research experience and a complete list of their publications and the earliest date on which they could assume duty.

Two copies of the application should reach the Secretary-General, Association of Commonwealth Universities (Apus), 36 Gordon Square, London WC1H 0FP (from whom memoranda giving the conditions of service, including transport expenses on appointment, and information on the work of the Department may be obtained) by 31 May 1973, or as soon as possible thereafter. A third copy of the application with a medical certificate should be sent direct by air mail to the Registrar, University of Cape Town, Private Bag, Rondebosch, Cape Town, South Africa, by the same date.

The University reserves the right to appoint a person other than one of the applicants or to make no appointment.

MANAGER PHARMACODYNAMICS

Complete responsibility for the supervision of research in gastrointestinal, CNS and immuno-pharmacology; antiasthmatic, antiinflammatory and analgesic agents. Staff of 23.

Require scientific preeminence in one of the above areas with thorough knowledge of at least one other, plus 2-5 years as a section head or associate professor.

Abbott Laboratories is a leader in health care research and, as such, provides an optimum environment for innovation. Similarly all avenues of professional and financial reward are exercised to recognize creativity and managerial skills. Located in rural subarctic rural Illinois—ideal for family living.

Please send Curriculum Vitae to: John B. Gaddis Professional Employment

ABBOTT
Health Care World Wide
North Chicago, Ill. 60064
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA
Applications are invited for posts of PROFESSOR, SENIOR LECTURER, LECTURER AND ASSISTANT LECTURER in the Department of Agricultural Sciences, in the following subjects:

1. FARM MANAGEMENT
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Farm Management, Agricultural Economics, Rural Development or related fields of study. Experience in tropical agriculture would be an advantage.

2. POULTRY SCIENCE
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Poultry Breeding.

3. PASTURES AND FORAGE CROPS
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Tropical Pastures and Forage Crops.

4. SOIL SCIENCE
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Soil Physics, Soil/Water Relationships and Principles of Irrigation and Drainage.

5. CROP PROTECTION
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Plant Pathology and/or Agricultural Entomology.

6. AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING AND FARM MECHANISATION
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Agricultural Engineering and Farm Mechanisation.

7. CROP BREEDING
   Preference will be given to applicants with a basic Agricultural degree with specialisation in Breeding of Oil Crops.

Salary: Lecturers K9,500, K5,300, K3,300, K2,300, K1,300 (plus allowances for Zambians) (K12 = $7.50 sterling). Family passages, travel expenses, superannuation and medical aid schemes; regular overseas leave. Detailed applications, including 3 referees, should be posted to: The Registrar, University of Zambia, PO Box 2379, Lusaka, Zambia, from whom particulars are available.